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The notion of magnetic symmetry is reexamined in light of the recent observation of long-ra
magnetic order in icosahedral quasicrystals [Charrieret al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 4637 (1997)]. The
relation between the symmetry of a magnetically ordered (periodic or quasiperiodic) crystal, giv
terms of a “spin space group,” and its neutron diffraction diagram is established. In doing so
outline of a symmetry classification scheme for magnetically ordered quasiperiodic crystals, is prov
Predictions are given for the expected diffraction patterns of magnetically ordered icosahedral cr
provided their symmetry is well described by icosahedral spin space groups. [S0031-9007(98)05

PACS numbers: 75.25.+z, 61.12.Bt, 61.44.Br, 75.50.Kj
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Quasicrystals, which today are known to exist in pe
fectly ordered thermodynamically stable phases, have
spired a reexamination of the basic notions of crystallinit
long-range order, and symmetry [1]. The recent observ
tion by Charrier, Ouladdiaf, and Schmitt [2] of long-rang
magnetic orderin icosahedral quasicrystals of compositio
R8Mg42Zn50 sR  Tb, Dy, Ho, Erd is inspiring a simi-
lar examination of the nature of magnetic order whic
in quasicrystals, had existed previously only as a the
retical construction [3]. The purpose of this Letter is t
provide the first steps in this direction by explaining th
notion of magnetic symmetryin a manner which applies
to both periodic and quasiperiodic crystals, thereby esta
lishing a tool for future analysis of neutron diffraction dat
and providing a tentative interpretation for the findings o
Charrieret al. [2].

We choose to describe a magnetic material by its sp
density fieldS(r ). This field is a 3-component real-valued
function, transforming like an axial vector under O(3) an
changing sign under time inversion. One may think
this function as defining a set of classical magnetic m
ments, or spins, on the atomic sites of the material. T
standard expression (as shown, for example, by Izyum
et al. [4]) for the magnetic contribution to the intensity o
elastic scattering of unpolarized neutrons is then given,
terms of the spin-density Fourier coefficientsS(k), as

Iskd ~ jSskdj2 2 jk̂ ? Sskdj2, (1)

where k is the scattering wave vector and̂k is a unit
vector in its direction.

In making this choice, we follow Litvin and Opechowsk
[5] who have developed a theory of “spin space group
to describe the symmetry ofperiodic magnetic crystals in
terms of their spin-density fields. In their theory, sym
metry operations are those leaving the magnetic crys
invariant. These are the usual 3-dimensional space-gro
operations—translations and proper or improper rot
tions—combined with rotations in “spin space” an
possibly also time inversion. We extend their theory he
to deal with quasiperiodic crystals which possess neith
translational symmetry nor, in general, any rotations th
0031-9007y98y80(12)y2717(4)$15.00
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leave them invariant. We choose to extend the theory
spin space groups rather than two other commonly us
theories for describing magnetic symmetry—those o
color symmetry [6] and the theory of representations of o
dinary space groups [7]—because of its direct prediction
regarding the outcome of neutron scattering experiment

What should we expect to see in a neutron diffractio
diagram of a single magnetically ordered crystal? T
answer this question, we must first clarify what we mea
by “crystal.” The International Union of Crystallography
[8] defines acrystalto be “. . . any solid with an essentially
discrete diffraction diagram.” To be more concrete, w
consider spin-density fields with well defined Fourie
transforms,

Ssrd 
X

k[L

Sskdeik?r , (2)

in which the setL contains, at most, a countable infinity
of plane waves. In a real experiment, due to the finit
resolution of the apparatus, only a finite number of peak
whose intensitiesI(k) are above a certain threshold will
be observed, resulting in a discrete diffraction diagram.

What more can we say about the set of diffraction peak
beyond their being essentially discrete? We have show
elsewhere [9] that ifS(r ) describes aphysically stable
magnetic crystal, i.e., one which minimizes a suitabl
Gibbs free energy, then the wave vectorsk, at which
Sskd fi 0, are closed under addition and subtraction, wit
the only exception of peaks that are required by symmet
to vanish. This implies, in practice, that once enoug
peaks have been observed additional peaks will appe
with increased experimental resolution only at integra
linear combinations of peaks that already exist.

This leads us to define the setL in Eq. (2) to be
the set of all integral linear combinations of the wave
vectors k determined by the diffraction diagram. We
call this set the (reciprocal)magnetic lattice of the
crystal. Therank D of L is the smallest number of wave
vectors needed to generate it by taking integral linea
combinations. As described above, we expect that in mo
(if not all) experimentally observed magnetic crystals thi
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2717
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number will be finite. Periodic 3-dimensional crysta
have a rankD  3; aperiodic 3-dimensional crystals hav
a rank D . 3; icosahedral quasicrystals, for exampl
have a rank 6. The first indication of the symmetry o
the magnetic crystal is given by the set of (proper
improper) rotations, which, when applied to the origin o
Fourier space, merely permute the wave vectors of
magnetic lattice. This set forms a subgroup of O(3) call
the lattice point groupGL (also called the holohedry).

The definition of “lattice” here is the same as in nonma
netic crystals, expect that the magnetic lattice supports
Fourier transform of a vector functionS(r ), whereas the
lattice of a nonmagnetic crystal supports the Fourier tra
form of a scalar function—that of the electronic or nu
clear densityrsrd of the crystal. We can, therefore, adop
the symmetry classification scheme, used in the nonm
netic case, also for magnetic lattices. This classificati
arranges lattices that have the same rank and the same
tice point groupGL into distinctBravais classesaccording
to the way in which their vectors transform underGL (for
details, see, for example, Dräger and Mermin [10]). Icos
hedral lattices, for example, are arranged into three Brav
classes [11]:P lattices (primitive) contain all integral lin-
ear combinations of the six vectors

v s1,4d  s61, t, 0d, v s2,5d  st, 0, 61d,

v s3,6d  s0, 61, td ,
(3)

wheret is the golden mean;Fp lattices (face centered in
Fourier space) contain only those combinations in whi
the sum of the six integers is even; andIp lattices (body
centered in Fourier space) contain only those combinatio
in which the six integers are either all even or all odd.

To say anything further about the nature of the diffra
tion peaks, we must examine the symmetry of the sp
density itself. We reformulate the theory of spin spa
groups by following the ideas of Rokhsar, Wright, an
Mermin’s “Fourier-space approach” to crystallograph
[12]. At the heart of this approach is a redefinition of th
concept of 3-dimensional point-group symmetry whic
enables one to treat quasicrystals directly in 3-dimensio
space [13]. The key to redefining point-group symm
try is the observation that certain rotations (proper
improper), when applied to a quasiperiodic crystal, ev
though they do not leave the crystal invariant, take it in
one that contains the same spatial distributions of bound
structures of arbitrary size. One finds that any bound
region in the unrotated crystal is reproduced some d
tance away in the rotated crystal, but there is, in gene
no single translation that brings the two crystals into pe
fect coincidence.

This weaker notion of symmetry, termed “indistin
guishability,” is captured by requiring that any symmetr
operation of the magnetic crystal leaves invariant
spatially averaged autocorrelation functions of its spi
density field S(r ) for any order and for any choice o
components
2718
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Csnd
a1...an

sr1, . . . , rnd

 lim
V!`

1
V

Z
V

dr Sa1 sr1 2 rd · · · San srn 2 rd .

(4)

We have proven elsewhere (see Appendix of Ref. [14
that an equivalent statement for the indistinguishability o
any two quasiperiodic multicomponent fields, in particula
two spin density fieldsS(r ) andS0srd, is that their Fourier
coefficients are related by

S0skd  e2pixskdSskd , (5)

wherex is a real-valued linear function (modulo integers
on L called a gauge function. Only in the case of
periodic crystals can one replace2pxskd by k ? d,
reducing indistinguishability to the requirement that th
two crystals differ, at most, by a translationd.

We can now define thepoint group Gof the magnetic
crystal to be the set of operationsg from O(3) that leave
it indistinguishable to within rotationsg in spin space,
possibly combined with time inversion. Accordingly, for
every pair sg, gd, there exists a gauge functionF

g
g skd

called aphase function,which satisfies

Ssgkd  e2piF
g
g skdgSskd . (6)

SinceSsfghgkd  Ssgfhkgd, one easily establishes that the
transformationsg in spin space form a groupG and that the
pairs sg, gd satisfying the point-group condition (6) form
a subgroup ofG 3 G which we call thespin point group
GS. The corresponding phase functions, one for each pa
in GS, must satisfy thegroup compatibility condition,

;sg, gd, sh, hd [ GS: F
gh
gh skd ; Fg

g shkd 1 F
h
h skd ,

(7)
where “;” denotes equality modulo integers. Aspin
space group,describing the symmetry of a magnetic
crystal, whether periodic or aperiodic, is thus given by
magnetic latticeL, a spin point groupGS, and a set of
phase functionsF

g
g skd, satisfying the group compatibility

condition (7).
In order to identify further the common symmetry prop

erties of different magnetic structures, whose lattices an
spin point groups are equivalent, one classifies their sp
space groups into properly chosen equivalence class
calledspin space-group types.This is achieved by orga-
nizing sets of phase functions satisfying the group compa
ibility condition (7) into equivalence classes. Two such
setsF and F0 are equivalent if (i) they describe indis-
tinguishable spin-density fields, related as in Eq. (5) by
gauge functionx; or (ii) they correspond to alternative de-
scriptions of the same crystal that differ by their choice
of absolute length scales and spatial orientations. In ca
(i), F andF0 are related by agauge transformation:

;sg, gd [ GS: F0g
g skd ; Fg

g skd 1 xsgk 2 kd . (8)

For a more rigorous definition of these equivalence criteri
see the analogous classification of color space grou
(Sec. III of Ref. [14]).
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We said earlier that every wave vectork in the
magnetic latticeL of a magnetic crystal is a candidat
for a diffraction peak unless symmetry forbids it. We a
now in a position to understand how this happens. Giv
a wave vectork [ L, we examine all spin point-group
operationssg, gd for which gk  k. These elements
form a subgroup of the spin point group which we ca
the little spin group ofk, Gk

S . For elementssg, gd of Gk
S ,

the point-group condition (6) can be rewritten as

gSskd  e22piF
g
g skdSskd . (9)

This implies that the Fourier coefficientS(k) is required to
be a simultaneous eigenvector of all spin transformatio
g in the little spin group ofk, with the eigenvalues given
by the corresponding phase functions. If a nontrivi
3-dimensional vector satisfying Eq. (9) does not exi
thenS(k) will necessarily vanish. It should be noted tha
the phase values in Eq. (9) are independent of the cho
of gauge (8) and are, therefore, uniquely determined
the spin space-group type of the crystal.

The process of determining the form of the simultan
ous eigenvectorS(k) is greatly simplified if one makes the
following observation. Because of the group compatib
ity condition (7), the set of eigenvalues in Eq. (9) for a
of the elementssg, gd [ Gk

S form a 1-dimensional repre-
sentation of that group. Spin space-group symmetry th
requires the Fourier coefficientS(k) to transform under a
particular 1-dimensional representation of the spin tran
formations in the little spin group ofk. We also indepen-
dently know thatS(k) transforms under spin rotations a
a 3-dimensional axial vector, changing its sign under tim
inversion. We, therefore, need to check whether the p
ticular 1-dimensional representation, dictated by the sp
space group, is contained within the 3-dimensional axi
vector representation. If it is not, thenS(k) must vanish;
if it is, then S(k) must lie in the subspace of spin spac
transforming under this 1-dimensional representation.

Of particular interest are spin transformationsg that
leave the spin-density field indistinguishable without r
quiring any rotation in physical space. These transform
tions are paired in the spin point group with the identi
rotatione and form a subgroup ofG called thelattice spin
group Ge. The lattice spin group plays a key role in de
termining the outcome of elastic neutron scattering; f
if a magnetic crystal has a nontrivial lattice spin grou
Ge, thenhej 3 Ge # Gk

S for everyk in the magnetic lat-
tice, restricting the form of the correspondingS(k). In
the special case of periodic crystals, the elements ofGe

are spin transformations that when combined with tran
lations leave the magnetic crystal invariant. The pha
functionsF

g
e skd, therefore, contain the information which

generalizes to the quasiperiodic case the so-called “s
translation groups” of Litvin and Opechowski [5].

What are the possible values of the phase functio
F

g
e skd? Consider, for example, a lattice spin grou

generated by ann-fold rotationg about thez axis in spin
space, withn . 2. Repeated applications of the grou
e
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compatibility condition (7) tose, gdn  se, ed, wheree is
the identity in spin space, give0 ; F

gn

e skd ; nF
g
e skd.

Thus, F
g
e skd ; jyn for some integerj. One can then

easily verify through Eq. (9) that

Sskd 

8><>:
s0, 0, Szd F

g
e skd ; 0 ,

sS', 6iS', 0d F
g
e skd ; 6

1
n ,

s0, 0, 0d otherwise.
(10)

We have enumerated the distinct lattice spin groups fo
icosahedral quasicrystals and have found that nontrivi
lattice spin groups are possible only withP- or Ip-
magnetic lattices. For each of the lattice spin groups
we have also determined the expected form ofS(k)
that is required through (9) by the spin space-grou
symmetry, for every scattering wave vectork in the
magnetic lattice. These results are summarized in Table
Further restrictions (not tabulated here) may exist fo
wave vectorsk lying in the invariant subspaces of
nontrivial point-group operations. We emphasize that th
diffraction patterns are described here as magnetic lattic
with missing points rather than nuclear lattices that ar
shifted by so-called “magnetic propagation vectors.”

Charrier et al. [2] observe magnetic reflections for
the R8Mg42Zn50 quasicrystals at wave vectors of the
form k 

P6
i1 miv sid 1 pv s jd, where thev sid are de-

fined in Eq. (3), themi are either all even or all odd,
j  1, . . . , 6, andp  6

1
2 . The nuclear reflections form

a body-centered icosahedral (reciprocal) lattice, obtaine
from the expression above but withp  0, correspond-
ing to face-centered ordering in direct space. If th
magnetic structure indeed has icosahedral symmetr
and is not merely a collection of magnetic domains in
which icosahedral symmetry is broken, then the mag
netic lattice, which is formed by taking all integral linear
combinations of the observed magnetic reflections, is
primitive icosahedral lattice containing all vectors of the
form k 

P6
i1 nis

1
2 v sidd with any integersni. All re-

flections at wave vectors with
P6

i1 ni even are not ob-
served by Charrieret al. which is consistent with having
a lattice spin group10, as shown by the first entry for
P lattices in Table I. Other peaks that are not observe
might just be too weak in the current experiment rathe
than actually missing due to symmetry requirements. Th
may suggest that, in direct space, the magnetic structu
has an underlying antiferromagnetic body-centered icos
hedral ordering (analogous to the chemical ordering i
the cubic cesium chloride structure). This may occur, fo
example, if only a fraction of the rare-earth atoms hav
their magnetic moments aligned, this fraction arranged
a body-centered icosahedral superstructure made of til
with twice the edge length. One would need to develo
actual models to test such hypotheses.

We have demonstrated that, through its fairly simpl
selection rules (9), the theory of spin space group
provides a valuable tool for analyzing neutron diffraction
2719
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TABLE I. Icosahedral lattice spin groups and their effect on the outcome of neutron scattering experiments. Nontrivial l
spin groups are possible only with primitive (P) magnetic (reciprocal) lattices or with body-centered (Ip) magnetic (reciprocal)
lattices. The lattice spin groups, which are groups of rotations in spin space, are specified in the leftmost column in terms o
generating rotations, where2i is a twofold rotation about thei axis in spin space (i  x, y, or z), 10 is the time inversion operation
which takes everyS(k) into 2Sskd, and20

i is the product of the two. The form ofS(k) is given for each scattering wave vector
in the magnetic lattice according to its indexing by the six vectorsv sid defined in Eq. (3). In the case ofIp lattices, three different
scattering patterns are possible for each lattice spin group depending on the scale chosen for the generating vectorsv sid. Entries in
brackets are related to the ones above them through a scaling of theIp lattice by the golden mean. The forms of theS(k) given in
the table may be used in conjunction with expressions, such as Eq. (1), to determine the outcome of neutron scattering expe

P lattices—any integersni Ip lattices—ni all even or all odd
ni all even ni all even ni all odd ni all oddP

ni  2n
P

ni  2n 1 1
P

ni  4n
P

ni  4n 1 2
P

ni  4n
P

ni  4n 1 2

s0, 0, 0d s0, 0, 0d sSx , Sy , Szd sSx , Sy , Szd
10 s0, 0, 0d sSx , Sy , Szd fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , Sy , Szdg fsSx , Sy , Szdg fs0, 0, 0dg

fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , Sy , Szdg fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , Sy , Szdg
s0, 0, Sz d s0, 0, Sz d sSx , Sy , 0d sSx , Sy , 0d

2z s0, 0, Sz d sSx , Sy , 0d fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg
fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg
sSx , Sy , 0d sSx , Sy , 0d s0, 0, Sz d s0, 0, Sz d

20
z sSx , Sy , 0d s0, 0, Sz d fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg

fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg
s0, 0, 0d s0, Sy , 0d sSx , 0, 0d s0, 0, Sz d

2x2y2z N.A. fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , 0, 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fs0, Sy , 0dg
fs0, 0, 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fs0, Sy , 0dg fsSx , 0, 0dg
s0, 0, Sz d sSx , 0, 0d s0, Sy , 0d s0, 0, 0d

20
x20

y2z N.A. fs0, 0, Sz dg fs0, Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , 0, 0dg
fs0, 0, Sz dg fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , 0, 0dg fs0, Sy , 0dg

s0, 0, 0d s0, 0, 0d s0, 0, Sz d sSx , Sy , 0d
2z10 N.A. fs0, 0, 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, 0dg

fs0, 0, 0dg fsSx , Sy , 0dg fs0, 0, 0dg fs0, 0, Sz dg
-

,
f

,

,”
,

diagrams of either periodic or quasiperiodic magnetical
ordered crystals. This is not to say that the use of col
symmetry, which has been extended to quasicrystals [1
and the use of representations of ordinary space grou
which have yet to be extended to quasicrystals, will no
offer any additional insight.
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